CREATE Training Opportunity

1. **Position Title** – Research Assistant, Air Health Effects
2. **Number of Positions** - NA
3. **Duration of Placement** – 4 to 6 weeks
4. **Placement Description** – Health Canada’s Water and Air Quality Bureau is engaged in a project to develop a comprehensive multi-pollutant approach to risk assessment. This involves the development of dose-response relationships for many substances and multiple adverse effects, as well as the investigation of empirical relationships between the adverse effects seen in toxicological assessments and public health endpoints. The work would involve supervised analysis of the dose-response literature for a particular substance and adverse effect.
5. **Placement Location** - Offices of Health Canada’s Air Quality Assessment Section, 269 Laurier, Ottawa.

Please submit application to Dr. Laurie Chan [laurie.chan@uottawa.ca](mailto:laurie.chan@uottawa.ca)
CC Kayla Greydanus [kgreydan@uottawa.ca](mailto:kgreydan@uottawa.ca)